Palladium-catalyzed cyclization reactions of allenes in the presence of unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds.
Modern synthetic chemists have looked for rapid and efficient ways to construct complex molecules while minimizing synthetic manipulation and maximizing atom-economy. Over the last few decades, researchers have made considerable progress toward these goals by taking full advantage of transition metal catalysis and the diverse reactivities of allenes, functional groups which include two cumulative carbon-carbon double bonds. This Account describes our efforts toward the development of Pd-catalyzed cyclization reactions of allenes in the presence of compounds that contain unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds such as alkenyl halides, simple alkenes, allenes, electron-deficient alkynes, or propargylic carbonates. First, we discuss the coupling-cyclization reactions of allenes bearing a nucleophilic functionality in the presence of alkenyl halides, simple alkenes, functionalized and nonfunctionalized allenes, or electron-deficient alkynes. These processes generally involve a Pd(II)-catalyzed sequence: cyclic nucleopalladation, insertion or nucleopalladation, and β-elimination, reductive elimination, cyclic allylation or protonation. We then focus on Pd(0)-catalyzed cyclization reactions of allenes in the presence of propargylic carbonates. In these transformations, oxidative addition of propargylic carbonates with Pd(0) affords allenylpalladium(II) species, which then react with allenes via insertion or nucleopalladation. These transformations provide easy access to a variety of synthetically versatile monocyclic, dumbbell-type bicyclic, and fused multicyclic compounds. We have also prepared a series of highly enantioenriched products using an axial-to-central chirality transfer strategy. A range of allenes are now readily available, including optically active ones with central and/or axial chirality. Expansion of these reactions to include other types of functionalized allenes, such as allenyl thiols, allenyl hydroxyl amines, and other structures with differing steric and electronic character, could allow access to cyclic skeletons that previously were difficult to prepare. We anticipate that other studies will continue to explore this promising area of synthetic organic chemistry.